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ABSTRACT

In the modern world every nation wants to progress at a rapid rate and for the same
need of the hour is industrilisation. And in this blind race of industrilisation people forget
that it affects adversities on environmental elements like water, soil, air, flora, fauna etc. what
affects in the pollution of the atmosphere. Due to sustainable activities of fundamental
elements environment are getting. As a result to mend the present situation we on pollution
have to take certain stats. Environment is getting polluted due to the industrilisation but it
doesn’t means that industrial growth should be stopped. We need to follow some directions
which will be helped to protect our environment.
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INTRODUCTION
The basic components of environment

are air, water, soil, flora and fauna and human
beings. Their actions and reactions make this
in the process of beginning of development and
depends on the factor that how much it is
connected with nature and surroundings.1-2

Nature itself maintains balance but some
of the antinatural activities of human being
brings changes in the environment.3 As a result
whole humanity has to ponder over the condition
of the environment which is getting worst day-
by-day. The more effect man is putting to
control the nature, more is the rise in the
environmental pollution, and the future is getting

insecure day by day.4-5 The developed and
developing countries are equally responsible for
environmental pollution because both are
utilizing natural resources extensively.
Developed nations are using it for their comfort
and luxuries while developing nations are using
it for their existence. In this blind race, they
forget what affect will it cost on human health.
Present generation is facing adverse effects
of it and what will happen with the future
generation, we will be the sole responsible for
it.6-7

OBJECT
Industrialisation has changed face of

cities and towns and towns are not capable of
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holding their respective identities. These
changes are occuring due to industrialisaion and
its adverse effects should be in the knowledge
on the masses.
Hypothesis

Indoctrination is most important these
days for the development of our country, but
the question is how should grow our industries
so thet environment should not get distorted.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research paper is based on primary

and secondary data. Interview and group
discussion are also being performed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Industrialisation and environment for

rapid growth of any of the nation is must. It is a
very important factor and it has become the
symbol of industrial progress and nation’s too.
Then it has increased at a rapid rate and this

progress have increase day-by-day. This will
change the entire world scenario like political,
economical, social, natural and political. Means
of transport has increased at a rapid rate and
has worked as a fuel in the fire due to this
uncontrolled population growth. We need more
energy for house, professions, industries, and
as a result it has put pressure over the natural
resources. Deforestation has been increased
and agriculture land has been changed into
housing societies, bricks and concrete have
taken the place of forest and fuel, natural gas,
and gas petrolium has started burning at a rapid
rate. All this have made imbalance between
man, plants, animals, air and water and it has
been getting most day by day. Industrial waste
and smoke are causing water pollution and this
destruction has brought man, animals, plants
to an extinction. These industries, electrical
houses, vehicles, and industrial furnaces and

Table 1. Major air follutants and their sources

 

S. No. Air pollutant Major sources 
1. Ammonia  Production of Ammonia  

2. Carbon monooxide, Carbon           

dioxide 

Burning of fuel 

3. Chlorine  Chlorine Industries  

4. Chlorine  containing Hydrocarbon Chlorine Industries, Dry clearing 

5. Freeon   Refrigeration Industries  

6. Metals Rubber, Paint, Metal industry 

7. 

 

Oxides of Nitrogen 

 

Thermal power station, steel industry and 

fertilization 

8. Mercaptain  Oil purification, Coal furnace  

9. Smoke Steel, Main Air pollutants 

10. Sulphur and Sulphite  Metal purification, Coal furnace 

11. Sulphur dioxide  Steel, Oil and thermal Industries  
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generators produces carbon di oxide, sulphur
dioxide, nitric oxide and chloro flouro carbons
and it pollutes air and leading to find it hard to
breath and these pollutants cause diseases
pertaining to breathing and eyes. These all are
the results of environmental pollution.

Industrial Air Pollution
A layer of 160 km thickness, surrounding

the earth called atmosphere and approximately
upto 6.5 km. 50% of the air is found and air
pollution occurs in this reason.

Air pollution by the industries is the main

problem. It was reached to the peak, when we
see human needs and rapid economical growth.
Due to industrilisation we need more fuel, petrol,
and coal. These days we are using 4 million

tonnes of fuel every year.
Industrial waste and water pollution

We have no agreement for this that
consumtion of water and its pollution has

Table 2. Available water in the whole World 
 

Water sources Water in cubic meter % of total water available 

Oceans 1301890000 97.20 

Polar ice and glaciers  29190000 2.15 

Till depth of 800 meter 4170000 0.31 

Below the depth of 800 meter 4170000 0.31 

Wet land 67000 0.005 

In lakes 229000 0.017 

In rivers, drains  1000 0.0001 

In atmosphere  13000 0.001 

Water available upon whole 

earth 

1360000000,00 100.00 

 

Table 3. Scarcity of water per capita 

Year Population in crores  per capita cubic meter 

availability 

1947 40 6000 

2000 100 2300 

2025 139 1500 

2050 160 1000 
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increased day-by-day and it has become
imbalance and condition of water cycle has
become worst. Nation’s main reason of this is
its expenditure and pollution of water. Demand
of water for the survival of water is the same
as it was 200 years ago but at that time, only
30% of present population was living on earth.
In the absence of water, not only human life
will suffer but of animals as well. That’s why
all the culture and civilization has been
developed at the surrounding areas of river.

Due to population growth, economical
and industrial development ago, were not equal
in numbers as we all these days. It was only
30% of the today’s population. According to
the specialists problem of scarcity is not due to
the lack of water, it is all because of the
mismanagement of water. Israelites have less
then 25 cm of water because it’s a country of

less rain. But they do not face water scarcity
like India.

In India where we have 115.cm, rain. In
cities people use pesticides, chemical and
industrial waste and gutter water it is polluting
water at a very rapid rate. This water is mixed
in river getting polluted. Availability of water
per person is also getting decrease. Nation of
third world are facing many problems regarding
water scarcity and security. The problem is of
its excessive use. Scarcity and pollution of water
has proved. If the condition of misuse remains
the same then the day is not very far when we
will have a condition like disaster for the want
of water.
Industries, transport and sound pollution

Nobel prize winner Robert Konch said
a decade back, “ A day will come when man

No. Sources Intensity of sound in 
decibel 

Sound felt by commons 
man 

1. Murmuring 10 - 25 Quit 

2. Slow Radio 30 - 40 Pleasant  

3. Conversions 50 - 60 Normally high 

4. Light transport 70 Noise 

5. Busy cities 80 Noise 

6. Motor bike or heavy 

vehicle  (25 feet away)  

90 Intense  

7. Jet engine (100 feet away) 105 Very intense  

8. Thundering of light  120 Very inconvenient  

9. Jet plane at the time of take 

off  

150 Harsh 

 

Table 4. Intensity of sound obtained from various sources
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has two face the biggest enemy like a lion in
the form of his bad health”. It secures that the
day has come closes to us. Like other pollution,
noise is also the product of industrial
development in the modern world. There are
many sources of noise like machines, factories
typewriters the ringing of telephone training
horns, motorbike whistling of train and zooming
of Jet planes etc. Intensity of sound produced
by different sources, Machine and vehicles are
used in industries transport and road at a rapid
rates. The sound pollution is the cause of may
diseases the deafness, treason headache in
sowania, blood pressur and heart disease and
it also crates tension.

CONCLUSION
We have developed our self at a rapid

rate with this industrial development no doubt
but we had not paid attention over the
environment protection. In the words of Prof.
E.F. Sumakhar “ Modern men has developed
technology and scientific tempered with
enthusiasm in such a way that he is doing wrong
with the nature and it is distorting them’’.
Industrial man has played a bad game with
beauty and Jenrucity of nature and he has not
paid attention that nature is there to fulfill his
basic needs. In the opinion of M.K Gandhi “
Earth can satisfied man’s need not his greed”.
Whole, sole and rapid economical and social
development of the nation is very important.
we can not stop this because of environment
issues but we can control it and bring a
revolution towards safe environment.

Suggestions for environmental conservation
1. Use smokes less fuel in home at the place

of coal and wood. We can use electronic
heater and cooling range, this can prevent
pollution caused by smoke.

2. We can mix some chemicals in diesel and
petrol to minimise lead and sulphur in fules.

3. There can be a restriction over the old
vehicles, which produce lot of smoke. We
can also make some rules of this.

4. Use of Electrical engine at the place of
coal engine.

5. Height of Chimneys can be improved so
that it does not pollut surroundings.

6. We should stop source pollution.
7. We should have a proper planning for the

industrial waste before setting up an
industry.

8. Plantation of trees should be there near
the road and around the industries.

9. Drain should be clean regularly.
10. Use solar energy.
11. We can use electric burial home for

funeral of dead body.
12.  Chemical fertilizer and pesticides should

be used in a balanced form.
13. City should be established by a planning

of traffic network.
14. If all the citizens of the country follows

the rules as their duty,  than only we can
rise our country from environment pollution
and we can progress our world too.
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